Entry-level just got a lot more high-end.

Meet the RL1600 — Triton’s most affordable, feature-rich, off-premise ATM. With a color display, TCP/IP, SSL and dial-up communication capabilities, plus a robust Windows® operating system for faster transactions and graphics support — the RL1600 is packed with many extras normally reserved for machines twice its price. The RL1600 is a remarkably high value solution for retailers looking to boost cash sales, as well as for financial institutions interested in expanding customer touch points with off site ATM placements.

In the RL1600, you will find an entry-level, reliable ATM whose affordable price makes it easy to place at multiple locations. Plus, the compact design means it won’t take up valuable floor space. And, with support for advertising and screen customizing capabilities, ATM owners can create their own marketing messages and coupons, which drives traffic to your location and increases customer loyalty.

Designed and assembled with pride in the USA, the RL1600’s innovative configuration—including an embedded PC-based platform, Microsoft® Windows® CE 5.0 operating system with Triton’s X2 technology—makes it as powerful as it is affordable and reliable. It has a large storage capacity for journaling and is expandable to meet future compliance and application needs.

Find out for yourself why Triton has been a trusted leader for affordability and service for 30 years.
Entry-level just got a lot more high-end.

STANDARD CONFIGURATION:
- 5.7” VGA Color Display (640 x 480)
- 60 mm Graphic Thermal Printer
- UL 291 Business Hours Cabinet
- Single Cassette / Talaris™ MiniMech® Dispenser (1,000 notes)
- Mid-Topper Signage
- Manual Lock
- Card Reader Options
  - Dip-Style Card Reader (standard)
  - Dip-Style EMV Smart Card Reader (optional)
- Communications Capabilities
  - 56k Baud Dial-Up USB Modem
  - TCP/IP
  - SSL
- Wireless Capable
- Compliance
  - Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
  - Audio Compliance for Visually Impaired
  - California Access Compliance, Title 24
  - Canadian Barrier Free Design (CEFD)
  - PCI Compliant Encrypted PIN Pad
  - Multi-Lingual Capabilities
  - Upgradable to EPP that supports remote key
- Advertising Potential
  - Decals & Signage
  - Couponing
  - Display Graphics
  - Transaction Screens
- Dimensions (no topper)
  - Length: 16” (406 mm)
  - Width: 17.12” (434 mm)
  - Height: 49.5” (1257 mm)
- Weight: 140 lbs (63 kg)
- Operating System
  - 32-Bit Processor
  - Microsoft® Windows® CE 5.0
  - Flash Memory: 512 MB Expandable
  - RAM: 64 MB Expandable
  - Journal Storage: 10 MB (125,000 Records)
- Triton Standard Software
- Operating Specs
  - Temperature (Internally): 50°F-104°F (10°C-40°C)
  - Relative Humidity: 20-80%
  - Power Consumption: 115 Watts

FIELD INSTALLED OPTIONS:
- Electronic Lock (stock versions only - factory installed for custom orders)
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